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Public introduction
M4ShaleGas stands for Measuring, monitoring, mitigating and managing the environmental impact of
shale gas and is funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme.
The main goal of the M4ShaleGas project is to study and evaluate potential risks and impacts of shale gas
exploration and exploitation. The focus lies on four main areas of potential impact: the subsurface, the
surface, the atmosphere, and social impacts.
The European Commission's Energy Roadmap 2050 identifies gas as a critical fuel for the transformation
of the energy system in the direction of lower CO2 emissions and more renewable energy. Shale gas may
contribute to this transformation.
Shale gas is – by definition – a natural gas found trapped in shale, a fine grained sedimentary rock
composed of mud. There are several concerns related to shale gas exploration and production, many of
them being associated with hydraulic fracturing operations that are performed to stimulate gas flow in the
shales. Potential risks and concerns include for example the fate of chemical compounds in the used
hydraulic fracturing and drilling fluids and their potential impact on shallow ground water. The fracturing
process may also induce small magnitude earthquakes. There is also an ongoing debate on greenhouse gas
emissions of shale gas (CO2 and methane) and its energy efficiency compared to other energy sources
There is a strong need for a better European knowledge base on shale gas operations and their
environmental impacts particularly, if shale gas shall play a role in Europe’s energy mix in the coming
decennia. M4ShaleGas’ main goal is to build such a knowledge base, including an inventory of best
practices that minimise risks and impacts of shale gas exploration and production in Europe, as well as
best practices for public engagement.
The M4ShaleGas project is carried out by 18 European research institutions and is coordinated by TNONetherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research.

Executive Report Summary
This report is identical with a manuscript entitled ‘Suggested Best Practice for seismic monitoring and
characterization of non-conventional reservoirs’ that has been submitted to the journal First Break for
publication. The manuscript abstract is as follows:
High rates of induced seismicity and gas leakage in non-conventional production have become a growing
issue of public concern. It has resulted in calls for independent monitoring before, during and after
reservoir production. To date no uniform practice for it exists and few reservoirs are monitored using
dedicated local networks of seismic sensors.
Nonetheless, local seismic monitoring is a pre-requisite for detecting small magnitude (roughly M < 1)
earthquakes, which are pertinent to foreshadowing potentially damaging (roughly M > 3) earthquakes and
may indicate gas leaks. Appropriately designed networks, including seismic reflection studies, can be used
to collect these small magnitude earthquakes as well as Seismic Emission Tomography (SET) data. The
latter can be used to significantly improve reservoir characterization and exploitation.
We suggest a step-by-step procedure for implementing such networks. We describe various field kits,
installations, and workflows, all aimed at avoiding damaging seismicity, at using seismic indicators for
monitoring well stability, and at improving reservoir exploitation. The different steps are defined based
on cost-effective ways of monitoring treatments, production, and abandonment. In step 1, a single
downhole seismograph is recommended for establishing baseline seismicity before development. In
subsequent steps, monitoring approaches are extended based on added value for safe, efficient and costeffective operations.
We include suggestions for monitoring of disposal and underground storage, where the added value of
seismic monitoring approaches have been demonstrated. We also describe how repeated SET observations
can improve reservoir management as well as monitoring aimed at following regulatory requirements for
the occurrence of seismicity. Moreover, SET acquisition can be included at incremental cost in active
surveys or temporary passive deployments.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Context of M4ShaleGas

Shale gas source rocks are widely distributed around the world and many countries have
now started to investigate their shale gas potential. Some argue that shale gas has already
proved to be a game changer in the U.S. energy market (EIA 20151). The European
Commission's Energy Roadmap 2050 identifies gas as a critical energy source for the
transformation of the energy system to a system with lower CO2 emissions that combines
gas with increasing contributions of renewable energy and increasing energy efficiency.
It may be argued that in Europe, natural gas replacing coal and oil will contribute to
emissions reduction on the short and medium terms.
There are, however, several concerns related to shale gas exploration and production,
many of them being associated with the process of hydraulic fracturing. There is also a
debate on the greenhouse gas emissions of shale gas (CO2 and methane) and its energy
return on investment compared to other energy sources. Questions are raised about the
specific environmental footprint of shale gas in Europe as a whole as well as in individual
Member States. Shale gas basins are unevenly distributed among the European Member
States and are not restricted within national borders, which makes close cooperation
between the involved Member States essential. There is relatively little knowledge on the
footprint in regions with a variety of geological and geopolitical settings as are present in
Europe. Concerns and risks are clustered in the following four areas: subsurface, surface,
atmosphere and society. As the European continent is densely populated, it is most
certainly of vital importance to understand public perceptions of shale gas and for
European publics to be fully engaged in the debate about its potential development.
Accordingly, Europe has a strong need for a comprehensive knowledge base on potential
environmental, societal and economic consequences of shale gas exploration and
exploitation. Knowledge needs to be science-based, needs to be developed by research
institutes with a strong track record in shale gas studies, and needs to cover the different
attitudes and approaches to shale gas exploration and exploitation in Europe. The
M4ShaleGas project is seeking to provide such a scientific knowledge base, integrating
the scientific outcome of 18 research institutes across Europe. It addresses the issues
raised in the Horizon 2020 call LCE 16 – 2014 on Understanding, preventing and
mitigating the potential environmental risks and impacts of shale gas exploration and
exploitation.

1

EIA (2015). Annual Energy Outlook 2015 with projections to 2040. U.S. Energy Information
Administration (www.eia.gov).
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1.2

Study objectives for this report

This report is identical with an manuscript entitled ‘Suggested best practice for seismic
monitoring and characterization of non-conventional reservoirs’ that has been submitted
to First Break for publication.

1.3

Aims of this report

The publication suggests step-by-step procedures for implementing seismic networks
including seismic reflection studies, can be used to collect these small magnitude
earthquakes as well as Seismic Emission Tomography (SET) data. The paper describes
various field kits, installations, and workflows, all aiming at avoiding damaging
seismicity.
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2

SHALE GAS SEISMIC MONITORING AND DATA
EVALUATION: INTRODUCTION

General awareness of induced seismicity and gas leakage related to energy reservoir
exploitation has been on the rise for several years (McGarr, 2002; Davies et al. 2013).
This includes events from short-term fluid injection for reservoir stimulation (Giardini,
2009; Atkinson et al., 2016), long-term hydrocarbon extraction (Van Thienen-Visser and
Breunesse 2015), and underground storage of natural gas (Cesca et al., 2014), waste-water
(Ellsworth, 2013), and carbon dioxide (Zoback and Gorelick, 2012). High rates of felt
ground motion from induced events in previously quiet areas are now considered critical
for public safety and social license to operate (Petersen et al., 2016). Concerns about gasleak contamination of ground water and enhanced climate effects have followed suit
(Darrah et al. 2014; Davies et al. 2014).
Prominent injection-induced seismicity examples that raised concerns are: the Preese
Hall-1 frack-related M2.3 in the United Kingdom (de Pater and Baisch 2011; Clark et al.,
2014); an injection-caused M~3.4 during the Basel Geothermal project in Switzerland
(e.g. Häring et al., 2008; Giardini, 2009), the increase in central-US water-disposal M>3
earthquakes (e.g. Ellsworth, 2013) and M~4 fracking-induced events in Canada (e.g.
Atkinson et al., 2016).
In the case of gas leakage due to loss of well integrity, industry long-run estimates range
between a few percent to as much as fifty (Burfatto et al., 2003). For non-conventional
resource wells drilled since 2009 in Pennsylvania USA, reviews of well-inspection
records suggest as many as forty percent have some sort of integrity issues (Davies et al.
2014; Ingraffea et al., 2014). One response to these results has been calls for independent
seismic and well-integrity monitoring regulations. Despite this public demand, costeffective Best Practices in reservoir monitoring using the latest seismic technologies have
yet to be established. In fact, only a fraction of reservoir-exploitation operations are
monitored with instrumentation adequate for forecasting potentially damaging earthquake
and gas leaks (estimated 0.5%, U.S. EPA 2016).
Substantial progress has recently been made in the use of cost-effective, local, specialized
seismic networks that can address these problems (e.g., Van der Baan et al., 2013). We
describe the application of these networks for monitoring microearthquakes in ~ 5 x 5 km
target areas in ~10 x 10 km lease. The proliferation of these microearthquakes many
times foreshadows damaging ones and changes in well integrity. The suggested methods
aim to be both efficient in support of a public license to operate as well as in
implementation at only a very small percentage of operating costs. In our discussion, we
assume the target site is part of a green-field development or brown-field expansion, but
the suggested methods work for other cases as well.
As the optimal Best Practice, we suggest that the monitoring scheme is to be integrated
into a reservoir-management plan using Seismic Emission Tomography (SET; e.g.
Sicking et al., 2017). As we will discuss, initial collection of this type of passive seismic
data can be done at low incremental costs, for example in 3-D seismic surveys. In addition
to the significant value for fracture characterization and production management, only a
portion of a permanent SET seismic net is needed for assuring regulatory compliance. In
cases where a buried SET array includes behind-casing sensors, a subset of these stations
can be used during production to continuously monitor well-integrity.
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3

INDUCED SEISMICITY AND GAS LEAKAGE IN A
NUTSHELL

Shear stress on faults constantly accumulates over geologic times scales nearly
everywhere in the earth’s crust, while normal stress changes with variation in local fluid
pressure. Underground fluid injection or extraction locally modifies these stresses. This
may result in the seismic reactivation of pre-existing faults and fractures, and, in special
circumstances, the creation of new ones. Depending on poro-elastic rock properties and
local stress regime, it can also contribute to stabilizing a fault or fracture system (as
opposed to destabilizing systems that are prone to reactivation). These effects can occur
regardless of reservoir types, injection pressures and flow rates, although fault
stabilization during injection requires specific poro-elastic reservoir properties to occur.
In the near-well environment, factors such as natural and drilling related stress and strain,
interaction with groundwater and other fluids (formation, injected), rock and fluid
chemistry, and cement and casing aging inevitably result in changes of well barriers and
seals. From the perspective of environmental protection, these can have either positive or
negative effects on the zonal isolation of wells which, like earthquakes, are difficult to
forecast.
One obstacle in managing well integrity issues is that, prior to the start of reservoir
development, there is usually a relative lack of data on specific downhole conditions. In
particular, the existence, location, and stress state of potentially hazardous faults and
fractures, lost circulation, and anomalous pressure zones are generally unknown. Often,
when such features are encountered, rapid indicators are needed to apply measures to
efficiently mitigate the effects of potentially damaging events.
With respect to forecasting induced-earthquakes, this situation can be at least partially
overcome by determining the background seismicity prior to the start of operation. There
are two characteristics of background seismicity that make direct estimates of seismic
risks possible: (1) the well-and-long established Gutenberg-Richter (GR) scaling relation
(e.g. Richter, 1935), and (2) the less-well and only-recent documented relation between
fore- and main-shock magnitudes (e.g. Mignan, 2014). Seismicity generally follows the
GR law: a catalogue with 5 to 15 magnitude M “(x)” events in a fixed area and time period
usually also includes 1 M “(x + 1)” event (with x the local seismic magnitude on the
Richter scale as recorded by surface seismometers).
A useful view of a “main shock” earthquake is that it generally emerges from a process
that includes a number (yet to be fully determined) of “foreshocks” (Mignan, 2014). The
magnitude needed to track these preceding events seems to be as low as 3 magnitude steps
below the main shock: Mforeshock ~ Mmainshock – 3. In other words, seismic monitoring data
obtained at a site in the middle of its natural cycle of M=1, M=2, and so on events, does
not reflect the actual historically cumulative numbers. Following the characteristics of
GR relations, a dozen M=1 could cascade into an existing dozen M=2 that then cascades
into an unwanted M=3 that is usually felt at the surface and potentially damage-relevant
given the typical hypocentral depth of a few kilometres.
So, at the most basic level, if a M (x + 1) event is potentially damaging, monitoring at or
near the M “(x – 2)” level allows forecasts of when seismicity induced by subsurface
treatment is beginning to exceed natural limits.
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Take, for example, the M2.3 Preese Hall/UK event as a problematic mainshock that
jeopardizes permits and social license to operate. Then, monitoring all ~M > –1.3 events
give operators a better chance of saving their project from immediate, publicly- or
regulator-demanded, shut down by implementing mitigation measures such as seismic
traffic light systems to reduce seismic risks. The implementation of seismic traffic light
systems can be done cost-effectively with either a local shallow borehole seismic network
or a deep vertical array.
Until some more direct method can be found (for example based on peak ground
accelerations), a catalogue resulting from this type of monitoring would put earthquake
“counting” methods on a firmer footing. Examples of the such methods include:
Operational Earthquake Forecasting using background seismicity and constitutive laws
(Jordan et al, 2011); Epidemic Type Aftershock Sequence models (Holliday et al, 2008;
Bachmann, 2011); and earthquake physics-based approaches (Baisch et al., 2009; Shapiro
et al., 2007; 2010). Forecast models can certainly benefit from incorporating hydraulic
parameters such as injection pressures and the size and geometry of nearby faults (Gischig
and Wiemer, 2013; Goertz-Allmann and Wiemer, 2013).
Currently, cases exist where the characteristics of induced events of different sizes
remains a puzzle, at least in the case of damaging earthquakes induced by waste water
injection in Oklahoma. Mandated cut-backs in water disposal rates and individual well
volumes has significantly reduced the number of small events. Nonetheless the
recurrence of larger (M~5) ones has to be considered, which appears to remain relevant
even months after the reductions in rates and volumes, and at several kilometres distance.
Pressure diffusion and hydraulic communication with potentially active faults in
crystalline basement seem to be responsible for most higher magnitude earthquakes
(Walsh and Zoback , 2015).
Applying pre-drilling and time-lapse active and passive seismic imaging techniques for
identifying hidden features and changes can aid proper well completion and well integrity.
While active and cost-intense seismic profiling is standard, passive imaging using seismic
emissions – Seismic Emission Tomography (SET) – are relatively new (Ross et al., 2016;
Sicking et al., 2017) using small-scale induced seismic events as source signal. SET
techniques can directly map, for example, active permeability pathways and changes in
them.
Concerning the costs of potential subsurface seismic imaging and monitoring required by
regulations, long term tracking of induced seismicity and well integrity can be
accomplished with a very limited network of sensors after observing background and
treatment-time seismicity.
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FROM CLASSICAL SEISMIC MONITORING TO BEST
PRACTICES

4

Deflandre (2016) discussed seismic-monitoring recommendations in terms of sensors and
acquisition in different deployment and wave-propagation scenarios (Fig 1a). The main
objectives were to reduce uncertainties in the source signal and locations. These criteria
were also used in developing our suggested Best Practices.

a

b

Figure 1: (a) Schematic comparison of mini-frack monitoring scenarios presented by Deflandre (2004).
The potential monitoring systems include networks of surface, shallow borehole, deep borehole sensors.
We build on and extend these methods, now including more than a decade of experience in monitoring all
aspects of reservoir development. For example, a ~3000 m deep VSP array can now include 80 levels of
3-component sensors. Likewise, 100 m deep buried SET networks can include even more stations. (b)
Alternative deployments and instruments for borehole seismic monitoring. Three types of seismic
instruments are shown: Bn= cemented in behind-casing; In = mechanically coupled inside of casing; Dn =
Distributed Acoustic Sensor optical fiber – the n denoting in each case the number of levels. Since DAS
are new and currently high cost for long term data acquisition (fibers are cheap, but recorders very
expensive), we do not include these in our present discussion. It is likely they will become important soon.
Other labels are: R=rock, B=borehole wall, G=cement grout, C=steel casing, S=bow spring coupler,
W=water, and T=telemetry cable. (Figure modified from IFPEN)

Following Deflandre (2016), we recognize that selecting the design of a local seismic
monitoring network must often be made considering limited operational budgets.
However, seemingly-inconsequential technical choices based on cost may not turn out
well – e.g. monitoring with surface- versus borehole-based instruments leads to missing
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important small-magnitude foreshocks. Those foreshocks can be monitored with lowercost, long-term deep behind-casing systems (e.g. Deflandre, 1995; Fig 1 b). Initially
developed in the 1990s, prices are now comparable to inside casing systems such as 80
level wireline arrays. Such tools have significant event detection and signal quality
advantages while leaving wellbores unblocked for other uses. If installed as a standard
part of well completions, they allow for state of the art reservoir management during
treatment and can later be used for long-term monitoring of induced seismicity and
detecting fluid-leak induced elevated seismic noise (Martinez-Garzon et al., 2013a).
Defining the right monitoring parameters to optimize seismic reservoir characterization
in the reservoir during treatment is crucial. In their µSICSTM approach, Deflandre et al.,
(2001) show that combining attributes of well-preserved source signals (recorded with a
sufficiently high sampling rate) with pressure, flow-rate, and volume data helps sorting
events into categories and determining causal relations between seismicity and
operational parameters. For instance, during fill-up of the Céré-la-Ronde gas storage,
double-couple microearthquakes where observed in association with new maximum
reservoir pressures, but not with the amount of gas stored (Deflandre, 2016).
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5

SUGGESTED BEST PRACTICES SENSORS AND
DEPLOYMENTS

The Best Practices seismic monitoring program presented here aims at 3 project Phases,
each with Step-wise options for development of the monitoring system. These options
include completing all 3 Phases with a buried SET array, providing not only regulatory
compliance, but advanced characterization and management of the reservoir as well. If
behind-casing seismometers are installed as part of standard well completions, these can
acquire important data for both management of well leakage and long-term leak detection.
They also allow a significantly reduced number of long-term permanent monitoring
stations.
Phase I: Establishing the background level and locations of seismic emissions. In Step 1,
the baseline seismicity and subsequent sensitivity for inducing earthquakes is observed.
Step 2 locates this seismicity, and Step 3 maps subsurface features that might impact
drilling and well completion, the latter including resource treatments. Step 3 should at
least accurately map active faults. While these Steps accomplish procedures for
mitigation of seismicity and well leakage, if Step 1, 2 or 3 is expanded to include a SETcapable buried array, they can also have a direct and significant positive impact on the
reservoir exploitation plan.
Phase II. Short-term monitoring of reservoir stimulation operations. The aim is to image
the Stimulated Reservoir Volume (SRV) and flow pathways as they relate to potentially
active faults, ground water, and resource management. Seismic imaging in this Phase is
commonly done with a temporary, multi-channel seismic reflection system operated in
passive, microearthquake recording, mode. If Phase I is done with a SET buried array, it
will take the place of such temporary systems. It will then be possible to directly assess
SRVs, and impacts like well treatment interferences and re-fracking operations.
Phase III. Long-term passive seismic monitoring for potentially hazardous earthquakes
and along-well gas leakage, and for optimizing resource recovery. The first of these tasks
– earthquake monitoring – can be accomplished with limited numbers of permanent
stations. The second – leakage detection – can follow naturally from well completions
that include behind-casing sensors as standard practice. The third task requires either a
large number of permanent stations, a large fraction of which could be those behind
casing, or periodic sensor-site reoccupations with temporary seismic recorders. The
selection of instruments and deployments for this Phase constitutes Step 4 in our
suggested Best Practice.
The time-installation organization of the 3 Phases discussed above is shown in Table I.
It includes entries for the major environmental and social risks, and the surface and
subsurface seismic methods needed to address them.
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Table I: Overview of proposed monitoring time periods and type of monitoring needed for the 4 Steps as
discussed in the text. These are divided into prior, during and post reservoir treatment. The typical
minimum magnitudes for detection and location of induced seismicity in a target area with the potential for
an ~M 2 to 3 induced-earthquakes are noted.

5.1

Step 1: Establishing the potential for a permit-exceeding
induced earthquake magnitude

One of the main purposes of pre-development monitoring is to establish the likelihood of
inducing a permit-exceeding earthquake magnitude. In the absence of any local seismic
station at the respective site, we suggest that the Best Practice way forward is make direct
field observations with a single borehole sensor or small array.
The reasons for making the Step 1 field observations are at least twofold. First, except in
very rare circumstances, neither green- nor brown-field development sites typically have
local seismic networks. Even fewer have networks that capture events 2-to-3 magnitude
units below the regulated maximum allowed magnitude. Second, on a positive note, if
there are small numbers of very small events, typical Gutenberg-Richter relations suggest
that local conditions maybe favorable with respect to avoiding creating larger ones. This
would significantly simplify the monitoring effort. Moreover, if the rate of small events
is high, and a subsequent reservoir-development activity produces an increased number
of them, some of which then begin to spill over into the next higher magnitude, the earth
will have given fair warning of the likelihood of a permit-exceeding induced-earthquake.
The permit and local field conditions thus determine our suggested seismic monitoring
kit and its deployment.
We suggest that Step 1 monitoring can be completed with a single, or at most a few,
properly selected and deployed seismographs. This step begins with a review of available
local seismicity catalogues to determine the current detection threshold for the target area.
The Step 1 system selection proceeds from this result.
Earthquakes that can be clearly felt in crowded areas or at critical facilities (and can
produce damages to delicate instruments, etc.) are typically on the order of M~3. These
are usually detected (but located with poor resolution) by national seismic networks. This
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threshold might be M~2 in regions with higher station density such as western US, Japan,
western Europe, and the UK, but we take it as a useful starting point for permissible
induced-seismicity. Figs 2 to 4 and Table II can then be used to find the trade-offs between
instruments, deployments, and relative costs that we suggest are advanced Best Practice.

Figure 2: Detection, location, velocity structure limits for different combinations of networks as a function
of area covered, sensor depth, and event magnitude. The colored lines show that detection thresholds in the
target area can be lowered in 2 ways (1) putting the nearby stations in deep boreholes (red 4.5 Hz sensors),
or (2) adding shallow stations (blue Broad Band sensors) so their spacing near the site is reduced. An
intermediate combination of these end members (black 1 Hz sensors) can also be implemented. For each
case, the suggested numbers, expected signal to noise improvements, and instrument types can be read from
Figs 3 and 4 and Table II. For example, if the stations of a regional network surrounding the target site have
a detection limit of M3, placing the nearest sensors in 300 - 500 m deep boreholes (red line 4.5 Hz) can
lower this limit by as much as 2 magnitude units. The same threshold reduction can also be achieved by
increasing the number of stations in the target area (blue and black lines – different sensors and depths from
Fig 3 and Table II). If a buried array is installed for SET imaging (brown sensors), then the resulting
combined increase in instrument depths and numbers also covers each of the monitoring objectives
discussed in this paper.

Starting with Figures 2 and 3, two end member options present themselves. Using the
detection limit of the regional network around the target site, we suggest deployment of
either a limited network of broadband seismographs in a 10-m postholes, with smaller
inner-station spacings or alternatively, significantly deeper, ~300-500 m, high frequency
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borehole sensors. Figure 2 illustrates these end member approaches, as well as another
combination of increased numbers and depth. The Figure also show the alternative of
deploying a SET buried array immediately from the beginning of the project. The latter
choice will be discussed in a separate section.
Also shown is the deployment of a borehole array, either behind or inside of casing (Fig
1b). If regulations require long-term well leakage monitoring, then installing a few
behind casing seismometers as a standard well completion will can meet this requirement
(Bohnhoff and Zoback, 2010a; Bohnhoff et al, 2010b). It can also be deployed to
complete a large part of site’s seismicity monitoring plan.
Once the choice of a target magnitude and deployment depth has been made, the number
of instruments to be deployed in the target area can be estimated from Fig 3. This can be
read from the Step 1 curve at the far left of this plot.

Figure 3: The number versus depth of borehole seismic stations as a function of reservoir seismic
monitoring and development. For Step 1 event detection, and the choice between the near surface versus
250-500 m borehole deployments, while 4 are needed for the increased surface station-numbers option
(blue broadband sensor), the deep-borehole number is 1 (red 4.5 Hz sensor). The alternatives instrument
choices for Steps 1, 2, and 3 can then be selected with the help of Fig 4 and Table II.

If the Step 1 background seismicity warrants efforts to locate their sources, then we
suggest 1 of 3 choices be made for Step 2 of the monitoring net development. Figs. 2 and
4 show that adding more broadband surface stations is not likely to be very cost effective
as far as very small earthquakes are concerned. This is because of their lower frequency
data reception: due to near-surface attenuation, scattering, limited low frequency source
energy, neither detection nor location capacity for very small earthquake are dramatically
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improved this way. Putting a buried SET array aside for the moment, the suggested costeffective way forward for Step 2 is through downhole sensors – preferably in relatively
deep deployments. Alternatively, for long-term reservoir exploitation, the preferred Step
2 would be an buried SET array.

Figure 4: Signal-to-Noise improvement versus sensor depth. This plot can be used to judge the advantages
of both sensor depth and type on signal improvement with depth. For example, since frequencies above a
few Hz or so are typically strongly attenuated and scattered at shallow depths, sensors with natural
frequencies above about 4.5 Hz are not recommended for near-surface installations. Likewise, placing low
frequency sensors downhole only marginally improves signal to noise. Consequently, a 15 Hz sensor is
most effectively deployed 1024 m or more underground, while a sensor with limited response above a few
Hz is best deployed near-ground level. (Modified from Prevedel et al., 2015.).

The relative trade-offs between sensor types, natural frequencies, deployments, and costs
are summarized in Table II where we highlight our suggested Best Practices choices for
Step 1 instruments and deployment for the 5 x 5 km target with an existing catalogue
complete to M=3. For any one particular site, the most cost-effective Step 1 detection set
up may lie somewhere in between the highlighted end members: e.g. two posthole
Broadbands and one ~250-500 m or deeper borehole 4.5 Hz seismometers. This is
particularly true if there are already accessible or planned boreholes on site. In the case
of a planned borehole, the best alternative is several levels of behind casing 4.5 – 15 Hz
sensors installed 1000 m or more downhole.
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TABLE II - common instruments, deployments, and relative costs for 5 x 5 km target area
Type

Usable Instrument
bandwidth
OD

Sensor
cost

BB

40s-20Hz

~250 mm

1 Hz

4s-100Hz

~200 mm moderate

4.5 Hz

1-500Hz

70 mm

Low

15 Hz VSP

4-2000Hz

50 mm

lowest

4.5 Hz SET

1-500Hz

70 mm

Low

5.2

high

Relative sensor + deployment cost
surface
posthole deep well

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
suggested deployment

moderate

moderate

low

low

high

~ 2 @ 30 m

~ 6 @ 30 m

low

low

moderate

~ 1 @ 300 m

~ 4 @ 300 m ~ 12 @ 300 m

moderate

~4@1m

high

< 3000 m VSP array

high

~ 36 @ 100 m buried SET array

Step 2: Establishing the locations of seismic activity

Assuming that the Step 1 survey picked up a significant number of smaller events, in Step
2 their locations need to be determined to in order to avoid fault reactivation and
potentially hazardous seismicity during well operations.
In general, while a single seismic station can be sufficient to detect the target area’s
seismicity, several local stations are typically needed to accurately determine event
locations. Single station locations using P-wave polarization and S-P times waves are
highly dependent on well matched orthogonal sensors and high sampling rates. For
borehole sensors, the directions of the horizontal components may also not be initially
known or well calibrated. Likewise, the local velocity structure maybe complicated, and
thereby grossly under-sampled with just a single station.
This brings us back to Fig. 3, Table II, and a major decision point. Ignoring the SET
buried array option for the moment, Figure 3 suggests that, depending on cultural noise
and geological conditions, such a network requires either a set of four 4.5 Hz stations at
~ 256 - 512 m or six 1 Hz stations at ~30 m depth. The choice depends somewhat on the
choice made for Step 1, and the availability of existing borehole at the study site.
A flexible station layout map for Step 2 makes use of an SET-type face centered
hexagonal grid, as shown in Fig. 5a. This grid should be fine enough to leave open the
option deploying an SET buried array. At this network development stage, the distances
between the central and outer stations is about ~3-4 km.
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Figure 5: A notional stepwise development plan for a seismic monitoring network and alternative SET
buried array. The resource is assumed to be at a depth of ~1.5-2 km, the target area to be monitored ~ 5 x
5 km, and the exploration/lease area equal to be ~ 10 x 10 km. A production well with a ~1 km long lateral
has been planned as shown by the gray circle with an “x” and dashed lateral line. A dense face-centered
hexagonal station location grid was used so that a future expansion to a densified SET buried array could
easily be accommodated. (a) Step 1 event detection – red circle: the initial seismicity-detection station,
preferably as deep as possible in a borehole. Step 2 event location – green circles: 4 additional borehole
stations, centered on the production well, depth guided by Step 1 data. (b) Step 3 tomography – purple
circles: additional stations added for more accurate determination of velocity structure and background
seismicity, and preparation for well treatment. See Figs 3 and 4 and Table II for the suggested combination
of numbers and types of stations. (c) A SET buried array – orange circles: an alternative monitoring
development strategy. This net is comprised of a total ~48 stations in 100 m deep boreholes, giving a station
density of ~2 stations per square km.

By this point in our staged monitoring process, if the event location effort was successful,
enough will be known for a Best Practice local seismic hazard assessment. It is also likely
that the operator will conduct an economic assessment and decision on proceeding with
exploitation.

5.3

Step 3: Short-term monitoring of reservoir stimulation

If a decision is made to proceed with the stimulation of a reservoir, the monitoring tasks
currently divide along two lines: (1) regulatory mandates and (2) cost-effective reservoir
development and management. As mentioned earlier, in many places of the world there
are no or limited regulations in place that would dictate, or even suggest, a particular set
of Best Practice instruments and deployments for monitoring induced seismicity.
The same is true for a majority of projects including reservoir stimulation. In most cases,
the stimulation program is usually primarily controlled by standard engineering practices,
with set schedules of stimulation stages, each with specific injection fluids, pressures,
rates and durations. Induced seismicity and their potential effects are often after-thoughts
of an up-front-cost driven business. If monitored by a local network, the resolved spatial
resolution of the ‘seismic cloud’ of induced seismicity is mostly used as a first order
approximation of the stimulated rock volume. Moreover, only in a very limited number
of existing cases is the industries seismicity information used to feed a regulatory trafficlight system - ones with pre-defined magnitude thresholds set for mitigating potentially
increasing seismic hazard during a treatment.
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Following suit with the current division of permit limits and exploitation targets in the
U.S.A. and Canada, we suggest first that regulatory monitoring – meaning the limited
goal of detecting a permit exceeding induced earthquake – can likely already be achieved
with a well-calibrated Step 1 or 2 system. As we have discussed, this system should be
designed to detect events 2 or more magnitude units below the permit threshold. A deep
borehole monitoring system near the treatment well (Step 1) would certainly establish
event distance and magnitude, and this might be all that is needed to stay within permitted
earthquake limits. The uncertainty would then be in accurate locations.
If well-resolved event location is also required by regulations, then a Step 2 system should
suffice. In the case that an operator installed a Step 3 or SET system at a proprietarilysensitive site, in present circumstances for the U.S.A. and Canada access to the data for
regulatory purposes would likely require careful negotiations between regulators and
operators. In the UK, tight regulations with (M < 0.5) magnitude thresholds for seismicity
induced by hydraulic fracturing may require Step 2 or even Step 3 monitoring systems to
meet regulations.

5.4

Step 4: Long-term monitoring of production, disposal, storage
and leakage

Phase III of our suggested Best Practice seismic monitoring is the most logistically and
financially challenging: it requires that both equipment and the on-going costs of a
monitoring net need to be maintained for many years. On the positive side, a wellmanaged subset of an SET buried network can provide data to monitor and potentially
even avoid escalating seismicity and production-damaging events such as well
interference (and “frac hits”, U.S. EPA 2016), in particular in areas with increasing scale
of operations over time. This way forward in better managing production and regulation
in relation to induced earthquakes is already beginning to take place at some sites prone
to damaging seismicity (e.g. waste water injection in Oklahoma).
On the negative side, as far as environmental effects are concerned, the proliferation of
unconventional drilling and production in the U.S.A. and Canada has already outstripped
regulators abilities to provide case-specific guidance. Hence, an off-the-shelf solution is
needed for long term monitoring, and will be particularly important for areas outside the
U.S.A. and Canada where large scale exploitation of unconventional hydrocarbons has
not yet commenced.
Practical long term monitoring solutions are especially important for seismic detection of
well barrier failures, which may take place many years after a well has been abandoned.
In fact, a significant fraction of all production wells do show barrier failure within 2 or 3
decades of well abandonment (see the compilation by Davies et al., 2014 for a general
inventory).
In terms of long-term, decadal scale seismicity from production or waste water disposal,
automated versions of Step 1&2 type-networks should suffice (Fig 5a). Characteristic
signal for which such systems need to trigger automatic flags could include: (1) Sudden
increase in magnitudes (Häring et al., 2008; De Pater and Baisch, 2011), (2) increased
frequency of events with reservoir operation changes (Farahbod et al. 2015; Schultz et
al., 2015), (3) alignment of hypocentres along pre-existing faults (Wolhart et al. 2006;
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Norton et al., 2010), (4) changes in GR relationships (Maxwell et al., 2009; Kratz et al.,
2012), and (5) rotations of stresses with flow rates during stimulation (Martinez-Garzon
et al., 2013b).
In terms of leaky-well detection with seismic methods, the challenge appears to be
somewhat greater, as it requires detecting complex degassing signals that can occur
during gas rise towards the surface (Bohnhoff et al., 2010b; Martinez-Garzon et al.,
2013a). For new wells, to achieve the high sensitivities needed, our suggested approach
is to install short arrays – say 3 or more levels – of behind- casing seismometers at
strategic depths. This should become a standard well completion if frequency of well
leakage events is to be diminished.

5.5

SET: The Best shared regulatory and reservoir exploitation
Practice combined

Passive recordings of what has been thought of as incoherent seismic noise has now been
shown to contain information on subsurface fractures and fluids (e.g. see Ross et al., 2016;
Sicking et al., 2017, and the references therein.) This information comes from faint but
coherent seismic-wave emissions from these features – from which Seismic Emission
Tomography images can be formed. The SET method can, for example, be used to
directly map the SRV resulting from a well treatment. It also provides a potential method
of advanced seismicity control and regulation for operators and regulators.
SET data can reveal the locations of the highest density of natural fractures with active
fluid flow (e.g. Geiser et al., 2012). If mapped before well completion, they show the
locations where treatments can best target natural fractures (Fig 6a). Treatment-time SET
can reveal the extent and location of the best SRV (Fig 6 b & c). By taking repeated SET
recordings a few times a year changes in these features can be tracked (Ross et al., 2016;
Fig 7).
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 6. a) A SET map of the ambient seismic-activity volume of fractures before fracking. The brighter
colours are interpreted as locations of greater permeability and fluid movement. b) Shows the fractures
activated during a hydraulic treatment overlaid on the ambient background in a). c) A forecast of major
production permeability pathways from the combination of pre-treatment and treatment-time SET. (Figure
from Sicking et al., 2017.).
Figure 7. Changes in SET signal-generating fractures over the producing life of a well. The original fracture

treatment Stimulated Resource Volume is shown in the left panel. The middle shows the volume that is
continuing to produce fluids after 2 years of reservoir exploitation. The right panel shows the volume after
3 years of production. (Figure from Sicking et al., 2017.).

Collection of SET data, however, requires a relatively high density of monitoring stations,
hence it has so far limited application by operators. Initially, in the exploration stage of
reservoir development, SET data can be acquired cost-effectively as a “piggyback” part
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of a 3-D seismic reflection study. If this effort and further studies reveal the presence of
an as-yet-unexploited resource, we suggest that a dense network of seismometers – 2-to3 per square km, each buried ~100 m deep – be installed above the reservoir before
drilling (Fig 5c). For uniformity in spacing and coverage, these borehole stations should
be located on a face-centred hexagonal grid. The passive data from this network can then
be used to plan and follow drilling, well completion and treatment, and resource
production.
Such a buried grid can be used as both a seismicity control system and a regulator monitor.
With its ability to detect very small events, due to the combination of downhole
installation and multiplicity of sensors, the rapid built of small earthquakes can be used
to guide injection-volumes-and-rates so as to avoid larger events. If a more significant
induced-earthquake takes place in the field, its location and potential relations to reservoir
activities can be quickly determined and used to adjust field operations.
Despite these industrial and regulatory benefits of an SET buried array, hurdles for its
complementary use by operators and regulators exist. These include: 1) the potential
release of proprietary data, and 2) potential interference with network operations and data
analysis. A solution to the former can be straight forward: only data relating to the
operators permit need to be released to regulators. The second might be handled through
an independent 3rd party contractor pledged to a mutually acceptable Best Practice code
of operation.
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6

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this paper is to outline Best Practices in selecting seismic instruments and
deployment for seismic monitoring of unconventional reservoirs that can be used by
operators and regulators to ensure operations are performed in a safe and cost-effective
way. We provide step-by-step workflows to organize these technologies, starting with the
minimum needed to establish background seismicity. Each Step in the workflow is then
used to help decide on the most cost-effective way to proceed during reservoir treatments
and production. We also include applications for monitoring waste-water disposal, longterm underground fluid and gas storage, and along-well leakage detection.
We have collected our suggested Best Practices into a final summary Table and Figure
showing the various Phase, Steps, and deployments we have describe here (Table III and
Fig 8).
Table III: A matrix of non-conventional reservoirs hazards and suggested mitigation approaches. The
matrix provides a way of organizing integrated seismic reservoir monitoring for each of the 3 Phase and 4
Step activities discussed in the text. The color codes and symbols shown refer to those in Figures 2 – 5 and
Table II.
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Figure 8: The regulatory Best Practices seismic kits and deployments with a focus on monitoring shortterm reservoir stimulation as discussed in this paper.

The instruments and deployments shown in Figure 8 are primarily aimed at monitoring
for regulatory purposes. This includes characteristics of (Phase I and II) seismicity,
including event locations, and active faulting. It also includes long-term detection of well
seal failures by making well completions that include behind-casing seismometers at a
standard practice.
We suggest that optimum seismic monitoring is achieved if Step 1-4 systems are planned
with the potential of including them as part of a SET-based reservoir exploitation
program. For life-time monitoring of a reservoir, we suggest a buried Seismic Emission
Tomography array as the optimal solution. We conclude that (with carefully separated
regulatory and reservoir management data streams if necessary) both the public and field
operators benefit from the presented monitoring approaches as potentially hazardous
seismicity is mitigated while operations can be performed more efficiently.
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